China's Solar PV Moguls
by Peter Hannam
August 10, 2013 - As China's solar tycoons go, "Sun king" Shi Zhengrong and Miao Liansheng occupy different ends of the spectrum.
In 2007, Shi's Suntech Power became the first Chinese solar energy company to list on the New York Stock Exchange.  Its value rocketed to $US16 billion, valuing the Australian-trained solar engineer about $US 3 billion at the stock's peak.
Shi, 50, remains well-regarded as a scientist even if the company's debt default this year has all but obliterated his wealth.  Chinese authorities continue to work on a possible rescue of the company, while legal action against Shi remains a possibility.
Miao, 57, is much less famous outside China, though perhaps not for much longer.  His company, Yingli Green Energy, has knocked Suntech off its rank as the world's biggest producer of solar photovoltaic panels.  Its breakneck growth - along with an array of other Chinese firms - has driven PV prices down by about 75% in 4 years.
"He's China's Richard Branson," said Daman Cole, commercial director of Yingli Solar, speaking of his boss at the opening of the company's Australian office this week in Sydney.  To be sure, the British billionaire's preference for media stunts does not appear to feature in Miao's playbook.  Inside China, the media highlights Suntech's Western management approach while Yingli embodies the Chinese way of business.  While Shi was devoting years in the lab for his PhD, Miao spent 15 years in the Chinese military.
Miao's first business foray was hawking cosmetics, before he branched out into organic vegetables and low-alkaline water.  Not just street savvy, Miao also picked up a bachelor's degree in business management and then an MBA from prestigious Peking University.
A hunger for news, which apparently remains unsated today, led him in 1993 to stumble onto PV.  He then "gave up everything for solar", according to one Chinese report, setting up his solar plant in his home city of Baoding, a couple of hours' drive south of Beijing.
Yingli's stock listed in New York in 2008 and, in characteristic fashion, Miao rang the bourse's bell on listing day without a tie.  (Unlike Shi, Miao speaks only Chinese but has an ear for accents and can identify an Australian from others, his employees say.)
Yingli's shares tracked Suntech's surge and also flared out in early 2010, as investors became worried that Chinese companies had vastly over-invested in manufacturing capacity.  Those concerns intensified as the US and Europe launched anti-dumping claims against the flood of low-cost solar panels.  The European Union last month brokered a deal with China, reopening the market for Yingli and others.
In the US case, Yingli managed to get around import restrictions by sourcing solar cells used in its module exports from Taiwan.  "We have been really well positioned to circumvent (the US block)," Judy Lee, a vice-president at Yingli, said this week.
Partly because of its flexibility, Yingli has continued to produce at its capacity of about 2.5 GigaWatts of cells a year.  June quarter shipments were about 23% higher than the 1st quarter, a growth pace roughly double earlier estimates.
Significantly, Yingli has turned to its domestic market to maintain growth.  Shipments to Chinese customers accounted for 23% of output in the 2nd quarter, up from 6% a year earlier.
The opening of the Sydney office is also part of Yingli's search for new markets.  The company aims to grab 10% of the Australian market within a couple of years, with a focus on commercial customers.  Orders secured include a 1.25-MegaWatt deal to supply the panels for 30 buildings for the City of Sydney, worth $3.4 million, while it has also signed a distribution pact with L&H Group, a major electrical wholesaler in Australia and New Zealand.  Solar-powered smartphone batteries and broader "energy solutions" with customers are expected to feature in the future.
Investors, though, seem to think the worst of the storms buffeting the industry are over.  Yingli's shares are up 60% this year, with Miao's stake in the company alone worth about $220 million.  Miao, meanwhile, continues to work as he always has.  He never takes holidays, he sleeps in the office and gets up at 6 am to start greeting people as they come to work, Lee says.
His company built Baoding's only 5-star hotel to accommodate all the visitors, a clothing factory makes the uniforms all staff wear and, yes, he still grows organic veggies.  "Even today he will go with employees to go running, he sweeps the floors," Lee says.  "He's done everything you can imagine, from top to bottom."
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